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to consider that there is a connection. If I heard them sing and I say "Oh,

I heard some wonderful singing last summer." What does it mean? But ou

have to have a connection. And when He says it, He doesn't explain what the

connection is but it would seem unless you tc can t4&e some connection to

Satan's original fall, that the logical interpretation would be that it relates

to a fall of his which is a result of either what they have done or of that

which their preaching begins i That would be my answer. Y u have to

always interpret in the light of context. They say you can prove anything

from the Bible and you certainly can or from any other book that was ever

written, if you take a few words out of context. But ordinarily to know

what something means, you have to have the context. to have the full

understanding. Occasionally a few words stand absolutely by theynselves,

and they are a basis on which to interpret everything around it. But ordinarily
light from the

they requireome context to know exactly what it says. Well, this then is

- Satan--the strong one -- the great one with whom he divides the spoil and

why does he divide the spoit? He divides the spoil under that

( means to pour out) because that he has poured out his life, his soul unto death.

That's why he is able to divide the spoil with the strong. The humiliation resulted

in His purif.ng and redeeming work. Because He has poured out His soul unto

death and He was numbered with wicked ones. Being a Niphal, you would hardly

expect an article. You could take 57 I as the sign of an article, but here again,

it is very definitely the sign of the meaning with You have the two possibilities.

[n English it doesrtt make sense to take it to mean this or that. The funny thing

in English, you can't translate into another language exactly because the English

has two possibilitees. Like I heard some one asked a riddle in German, He said
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